
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are We Concerned Yet?  

 A summary of Marquette Mining Journal reporter Ryan Jarvi’s focus on Tax Tribunal Refunds  

by Fran Darling 

The cause and effect of Michigan’s Tax Tribunal rulings over the past few years have taken a toll on 

local revenue. Much thanks to Ryan Jarvi for uncovering more of this ongoing issue. He has given us 

some heady figures compiled by the Michigan Association of County Treasurers that should continue 

to keep the local levels of concern way up there. 

Jarvi’s interview with Eaton County Treasurer, Robert Robinson, explains that some of the results of 

this survey are showing that through…”refunds [from MI Tax Tribunal] — much of it the result of the 

dark stores philosophy, which routinely reduces taxable values by 50% — local communities…are 

being severely impacted by lost revenue.” 

He reports that Anne Giroux, Marquette County Treasurer, said that beyond Tribunal decisions, many 

judgements are settled by mutual agreements between municipality and business taxpayer. This avoids the 

added expense of litigating a Tribunal decision, but reduces county revenue, none the less. Giroux said, “The 

hard part right now…is that there are so many [possible appeals] out there that we don’t know about…” 

Jarvi in “Legislators look for ‘dark store’ fix, ” also goes into a clear and detailed look at new “legislation 

set to go” from Rep. John Kivela and Senator Tom Casperson. There is no time to lose since none of 

the current decisions are reversible, due to the Headley Amendment. The legislation is written to be 

retroactive to the 2014 pending appeals, however. It is also modeled after the recent Indiana 

loopholeclosing legislation unanimously passed this May dealing with the same issue — it only a 

matter of months from when it was introduced. 

He explains that our lawmakers have been at this problem since the 201112 as decisions came 

down using the ‘dark store’ argument, their previous legislation never got out of committee. With new 

legislation curbing these practices being introduced this fall, we need to do much better letting 

Lansing know they need to support our communities through solid tax legislation and updating Tax 

Tribunal policies. 
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